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THE HOPKINS FOUR
William Osier, William S. Halsted, WiUiam H.
of
Welch, and Howard A. Kelly are four
Their
America's most revered physicians.

One purpose of this exhibit is to examine
these four medical figures as mortal beings.
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competent and highly respected naturalist with particular contributions in

botany and herpetology.
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Dr. Halsted

was

such

a

perfectionist that

he refused the service of Baltimore establishments

and sent his fine linen shirts to Paris to be laundered.

Halsted and

Kelly had the reputation of charging such high fees to their private patients that
friends, the Hopkins Board of Trustees, and the local practitioners were aghast.
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Dr. Osier's

therapeutic conservatism as expressed in The Principles and Practice of Medicine
severely criticized by a number of American physicians (Paranoia antitherapeuticum
Baltimorensis).
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Dr. Welch's

productive years in the laboratory ended around 1900 after which he became the
of
scientific medicine in the United States and spokesman for the Hopkins plan in
apostle
medical education.
Dr. Kelly's early interest and support in the artist, Max Broedel,
revolutionary change in medical illustration.
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the
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Dr. Halsted, while

generally

considered the

epitome of the straight full-time physician with

little interest in private practice, was at one time an enthusiastic supporter of private practice
for medical school faculty (geographic full-time) and had a modest size but lucrative private
practice in Baltimore prior to 1914 and the institution of straight full-time for the clinical

professorships

at

Hopkins.
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Singer Sargent (1856-1925) painted the four physicians in 1905. The painting was commissioned by Miss
Mary Garrett and was presented to the Johns Hopkins University in 1906. It now hangs in the Welch Medical
Library.
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